•

There are many ways to access the sport of diving, and it does not
necessarily start with a 10m International venue on your doorstep. The
ASA ‘Flip’n’Fun’ programme gives young children taking part in learn to
swim classes throughout the country the flavour of diving fundamentals,
with exercises introducing body control, rotation, tension and the feel for
the water and the pool environment.

•

Learn to Dive – Local authorities, Diving Clubs and Private Diving
Schemes throughout the UK provide the opportunity to learn diving skills
under the supervision of NGB certified Teachers and Coaches following
aligned award schemes which develop the core fundamental diving skills

•

Schools TID Programme – Many children might have the perfect physical
characteristics to become a diver, the schools TID programme highlights
children’s potential for the sport and signposts access to local diving
programmes. What are the characteristics of an elite diver
–
Explosive Power – Ability to jump high
–
Balance and awareness – cat like ability to know which way is up
or not!
–
Flexible – to spin fast you need to make compact shapes, the
tighter the shape the faster you go
–
Ability to Rip – Great divers like Tom Daley enter the water without
making a splash, big hands, and flexible shoulders are a great
starting point
–
Leg line – great leg line and ankle flexibility – point the toes for the
bonus points
–
The wow factor – Can you turn it on, can you turn heads?

•

Once the basics are learnt its time to work towards your first diving
competitions. The ASA and British Diving have developed multi level
competition programme on both local and national level . Competitions
are skill focussed and do not follow the traditional diving formats. To
become a successful diver its more than a couple of dives it is a
complete skill set that all-round athletes possess.
–

–

•

•
•

Skills Competitions – Club, Open Club Competitions, Regional and
National events based on skills from the poolside, 1m springboard
and the 3m springboard that test the divers ability to enter the
water cleanly –’the rip’ perform controlled take-offs from both the
springboard and platform surface, albeit at the lowest heights
possible.
The TID Games – Children who have been selected from the
schools TID programme will take a modified developmental
programme which includes training in the gymnastic environment.
Divers will perform a series of tests on trampolines, dry-diving
boards, and gym floor, this is combined with additional physical
testing and pool based skills competitions. Children who do not
start in TID programmes can transfer into TID programmes through
the guidance of their club coaches.

Moving onwards from Skills competitions the next major stepping stone
in the competitive experience is Age Group Competitions. The ASA
Regions, Clubs and the ASA provide a number of competitions for divers
who at this level will be undertaking between 4 and 6 training sessions
per week of 2 – 3 hours duration. The main focus of age group diving
must be physical and technical development, learning complex diving
skills is not a priority, but a strong competency in all of the diving
groups: Forward, Back, Reverse, Inward, Twist and Armstand for
platform divers is essential before transition to elite competitive
development.
Training sessions will often be split with a general rule of thumb 50% dry
based technical and physical preparatory work and 50% water based
activity developing dives.
Major Competitive Event - ASA National Age Groups

•

Diving is an early specialisation sport, divers as young as 14 may compete at an
Olympic Games although the average age of Male Olympic medallists ranges from
21 on platform and 23 on springboard and older in the synchronised events, but
medal winners are not uncommon into their early 30’s, especially in the
springboard events. In the female events the ages are marginally younger for
platform at 20 years of age.

•

It is not uncommon for top divers to perform in three or four Olympic Games.

•

Younger divers can commence their transition to elite teams from the age of 14.
The Junior Programmes caters for events such as The European Junior, World
Junior and Youth Olympics. Divers qualify for teams by achieving points
standards at domestic championships.

•

Talent Confirmation – Home Nations Talent Squads complement the transition
and the training to compete passage, divers selected through a series of technical
and physical trials receive additional training under expert supervision and
specialist support services through camp based activities.

•

The World Class Programmes - Junior Development Programme is the
underpinning Podium Potential Programme. Dovetailing with the Talent Squads it
enhances the support services that are essential in the elite world of sport.

•

To become an accomplished elite diver, the transition from age group to elite
diving is not only about learning a number of highly complex skills, but
developing the mental toughness, capacity and composure to maintain focus
under pressure. Dealing with the spotlight and pressure of expectation is a
journey in all elite sport models but none are so extreme as the 3 – 5 seconds
that it takes for a dive to be performed in an Olympic Games before returning to
the calm for 20-30 minutes before the next dive is performed. The 5 or 6 dives
competed in an Olympics or major championship will last no more than a total of
30 seconds, however the duration of the competition will be longer than a game
of football or time to run a marathon.

•

British Diving supports the cream of elite divers with its World Class Podium
and Podium Potential Programme. Divers who have demonstrated the ability to
either medal in the next, or next but one Olympic Games.

•

Training is more than a past time, elite divers will train up to 30 hours per week
with a complete team of specialists supporting every element of their physical,
tactical and technical development.

•

Divers are selected to programme by a proven international track record in
competition. Selection to teams is via National Championships and Trials,
however an athletes fitness, competitive and training record will also be taken
into account by the National Performance Director.

British Diving Information
British Swimming Head Office
Tel: 01509 640140
British Diving
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3 Oakwood Drive
Loughborough
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LE11 3QF
Web: www.swimming.org/britishswimming
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